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This is a translation of the article from the Goa Doot
dated 16/07/2016, Panaji. Page no.14 of St. Joseph Institute, Goa
Where the article was in Marathi (an Indian language) and it has been translated to make it readable in English. Words have been added
and deleted to make it read properly.

In our school right from the first standard computer education
is imparted. A group of three or four children work together
on a computer by giving separate e‐mails id to each one to
operate.
p
The internet facilityy is beingg used byy the children
under the supervision and guidance of their teachers.
Therefore, the use of internet has helped children to do lot of
research work on any subject and they are able to give broad
presentations on each subject. The class teachers have also
benefited by the internet facility as they also make audio
visual presentations of their curriculum syllabus on the
computer.
The school has introduced SKYPE facility for the last four years.
Due to SKYPE our children are now able to get connected to
one of the schools in Sweden. They interact with each other
and exchange knowledge and information of both countries
on clothing, eating habits, festivals and cultural activities.
Through SKYPE our boys and girls are able to learn handy
crafts and drawing activities.
activities They are able to make sky
lantern, wall hangings etc. Skype has also helped the Swedish
drawing teachers to impart their drawing skills to our children
and in turn our children exchanged information and
knowledge on preparation of Indian dishes with them.
N
Now
teachers
h
f
from
b h countries
both
i travell to each
h other’s
h ’
country for learning and exchanging each other’s school
working system. The new system are introduced in the school
environment which ensures that children are benefited.

Further by the introduction of “CLARO READ” software in
our school, many children are benefited, especially
those who find difficulty in reading, or those who have
poor ggrasping
p
p gp
power. The software has helped
p them to
developed interest in learning, reading and also builds
confidence among themselves. The above was possible
with the help & support, vision of
Ms. Deepa
Chowgule and Mr. Kabir Bhogilal, from Unique Ability
Consulting through whom the above software was made
Consulting,
available to our school.
From current financial year our school has also
implemented learning with the help of the TABLET.
The school also organized excursion for the children with
a dual aim to create a free, joyful atmosphere combining
an education goal with an effort that our children learn
new things from their current syllabus.
Our school has introduced most popular and liked
programs in order to get an experience,
experience by allowing
students of 4th standard to stay back for one day in the
school on the last day of month of their academics and
enjoy these programs.
In a similar way, the school also organizes one day
resident
id
picnic
i i wherein
h i each
h student
d
i allowed
is
ll
d to stay
“NIGHT IN” and “NIGHT OUT” and share their
experience. The program has become a big success and
an unforgettable moment of their school life.

